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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
     4 May    Board Meeting    10:30 AM
    18 May    Luncheon           11:00 AM
      1 June    Board Meeting    10:30 AM
    15 June    Luncheon           11:00 AM

Mr.Volkan Sevilgen,
Chief Technical Officer (CTO)
and cofounder of Temblor, Inc.

Anderson dam at Morgan Hill….

MAY LUNCHEON SPEAKER
On February 28, 2017 the Anderson

Reservoir near Morgan Hill and the largest
in Santa Clara County was too full. The
water district was unleashing much of the
storm water flowing into the reservoir, as
officials said it is too unsafe to collect it.
Otherwise, they fear, if a major earthquake
were to strike while the water level was so
high there was a chance the dam could fail.
Russ Graymer, a U.S. Geological Survey
geologist, was quoted in The Mercury
News on Dec.12, saying, “The Hayward
Fault, also known as a tectonic time bomb,
is connected to the restless Calaveras Fault
that runs through Santa Clara County’s east
foothills. Instead of having separate
earthquakes on the faults, they could team
up for twice as big as the 1989 Loma Prieta
earthquake.”

     The chapter’s May luncheon speaker will
be Volkan Sevilgen, Chief Technical
Officer (CTO) and cofounder of Temblor,
Inc., an organization which estimates the
likelihood of seismic shaking and home
damage, and shows how the damage or its
costs could be decreased by buying
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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE

Hi	All,

It was very disappoin4ng that our guest speaker was unable to

make the April lunch.	 He contacted us sta4ng he was in an

automobile accident and he would make the lunch if he could.	 The

good news is that he reported he was OK.	 He will be rescheduled in

the future. I want to call your aAen4on to the upcoming Memorial

Cruise on May 20
th

aboard the SS Jeremiah O’Brien.	 This cruise is

dedicated to those who served in WWII.	 Karen and I have made

several cruises aboard the Liberty Ship and they have been most

enjoyable.	 The Memorial Cruise we were on, 	the ship cruised outside

the Golden Gate bridge to a “cove” and there had the ceremony and

blessed wreaths and flowers were thrown to the sea.	 Very moving.

The ship then cruised the harbor and refreshments were enjoyed.

	Hope	to	see	you	aboard	on	the	20
th

.

Remember to bring a friend , prospec4ve member, to the

lunch.	 Above all, at the lunch be sure to socialize and meet a new

friend.

																						 Gil

In Memorium

The Bulletin is published  monthly by Silicon Valley Chapater of the
Military Officers Association of Ameria.
1645 San Pedro Ave, Morgan Hill,CA 95037

Application to mail at Periodicals Postage Pending at Morgan Hill CA and
additional mailing offices.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to THE BULLETIN, 1645 San Pedro Ave
Morgan Hill CA 95037

Lt Geoffrey M Morgan - US Navy

WELCOME
NEW MEMBERS

Lt Ray A. Silva  - USNR 
June 29, 1930 - March 28, 2017

Lorraine Ann Fife
1924 - March 6, 2017 Sunnyvale
Spouse of CDR Milton E. (Gene) Fife USN 
1921 - June 6, 2013

Jean Matthias Hall  
March 13, 1922 - April 20, 2017
Spouse of CDR Walter Hall 
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The Calaveras Fault is near Anderson Dam.
Engineers have determined that 68 percent capacity
is the safe seismic limit for a 7.25 plus earthquake
1.2 miles or less from the dam.  Per valleywater.org:
“A breach of Anderson Dam at full capacity would
inundate land more than 30 miles northwest to San
Francisco Bay, and more than 40 miles southeast to
Monterey Bay.” As of Feb. 27, the Anderson
reservoir was at 100 percent capacity.
According to a 2011 Palo Alto Online story, Carol
Prentice, a U.S. Geological Survey research
geologist, said the Hayward Fault interval is about
140 years and is relatively constant.  The last major
earthquake on the Hayward Fault was in 1868, 149
years ago. It has been said that the probability of a
large earthquake on the San Andreas Fault in the next
30 years is about 21%, or about 1 out of 5.

According to Volkan, “Half of the world’s
population lives near active earthquake faults, and so
could suffer earthquake damage. Most do not know
they are at risk; many of the rest do too little, too late.
Temblor enables everyone in the conterminous
United States, and eventually the world, to learn their
seismic hazard, to determine what most ensures their
safety, and to decide what best reduces their risk.
Preparing for earthquakes involves (1) learning what
people should do before, during, and after
earthquakes; and (2) doing or preparing to do those
things now, before the next quake.

Volkan, currently leading Temblor’s scientific
and technical program development effort, received
an M.Sc. in Geophysics from Istanbul Technical
University in 2006, and then worked at the USGS
until 2014, where he helped to develop and teach the
Coulomb 3.0 earthquake stress and deformation
software, and also managed a four-year probabilistic
seismic hazard assessment for the Balkan countries
funded by USAID’s Office of Foreign Disaster
Assistance. His specialties include seismology,
earthquake probability, aftershock estimation,
seismicity rate analyses, static and dynamic stress
modeling, seismic hazard assessment, time
dependent and stress transfer based seismic hazard.

Bay Area and Santa Clara Valley residents must
learn to live with local earthquake faults and
occasional spoils: large but infrequent jolts.
Becoming quake resilient is a small price to pay for
living in such a great part of the world, and it is
achievable at modest cost.
________________
SOURCE: Temblor

MAY LUNCHEON SPEAKER cont'd
or renting a seismically safe home, securing fragile
objects inside a home, or retrofitting an older home.
A geophysical engineer/earthquake researcher,
Volkan has 8 years of experience with the U. S.
Geological Survey (USGS) completing studies on
the 2004 and 2012 Sumatra earthquakes. He is in a
position to offer the probability of a large earthquake
happening in Santa Clara County within 30 years.
Temblor is freely available at http://temblor.net.

Earthquakes are common enough in California,
especially along the San Andreas Fault, where
enormous slabs or plates of the earth’s crust meet.
Few important historical events can be as accurately
fixed in time as an earthquake. The Loma Prieta
quake in the Santa Cruz area ripped loose at 15
seconds after 5:04 pm, October 17, 1989, the largest
earthquake in 37 years, and the strongest jolt on the
San Andreas Fault since the 1906 tremblor that
rocked San Francisco. When the main shock
subsided, perhaps 15 seconds after it started, a 25-
mile segment of California’s most infamous fault
had ruptured, roughly from Highway 17 near
Lexington Reservoir southeastward to the Pajaro
River gap in the coastal mountains.

Felt all over the Bay Area and beyond…

1989 earthquake damage to Santa Cruz…



APRIL SPEAKER REPORT
Liberty Ship Memorial
SS JEREMIAH O’BRIEN

The SS Jeremiah O'Brien is one of two
remaining fully functional Liberty ships of the
2,710 built and launched during World War II. The
O'Brien has the distinction of being the last
unaltered Liberty ship and remains historically
accurate. Moored at Pier 45, Fisherman's Wharf,
she is a premier San Francisco attraction. A living
museum on the National Register of Historic
Places and a National Historic Landmark, the
O'Brien transports you back almost seven decades
to when sailors braved the harshest of high seas
and threat of enemy attack.

Members and luncheon guests hoped to hear
more about the ship and the museum but it was not
to be. The scheduled speaker, Mr. Matthew
Lasher, General Manager, National Liberty Ship
Memorial, experienced problems on the drive from
San Francisco and was unable to reach the
Biltmore Hotel for the presentation. Program
Committee Chair CDR Ralph Hunt, USN (RET),
hopes to reschedule the program for mid-autumn.

There are some noteworthy events coming soon
such as a May 20th Veterans Memorial Cruise
which is an annual tradition for the SS Jeremiah
O'Brien. It commemorates the gallantry of all
veterans who have served in defense of America’s
freedom. Just outside the Golden Gate Bridge, for
example, a wreath-laying ceremony is conducted
complete with Color Guard; tickets are free for
World War II and Korean War Veterans. Chapter
president CAPT Gil Borgardt has been aboard in
the past and speaks highly of the experience.
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In addition to the Veterans cruise on May 20th

upcoming events include July 4th Dockside Fireworks
Viewing; July 29th Fortress SF Cruise; September 9th

SF Bay Wine Cruise; October 7th Fleet Week Cruise;
and October 8th a second Fleet Week Cruise. Prices
for most cruises are: Adult passenger tickets $125;
youth passenger $75; and family group, $300.

During WWII, San Francisco Bay was
considered a prime target for attack. To protect the
flow of arms, troops and cargo ships flowing from
the port, an amazing array of military weapons was
put into place. Join the Fortress San Francisco Cruise
to find out where those hidden defenses were. A
special feature is live narration by San Francisco
reporter Carl Nolte.

San Francisco Fleet Week is an annual public
event that honors the contributions of the men and
women of the United States Armed Forces while
advancing cooperation and knowledge among
civilian- and military-based Humanitarian Assistance
and Disaster Response personnel. The O'Brien
participates with the SF Fleet Week Cruise around
San Francisco Bay, including the Golden Gate
Bridge, Alcatraz, the Bay Bridge for amazing views
of the San Francisco waterfront, the visiting Navy
ships, and the air show featuring the US Navy Blue
Angels.

                                                      cont'd pg 5
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The mission of the National Liberty Ship
Memorial is to restore, promote and operate the
Liberty Ship, SS Jeremiah O'Brien, as a living
museum. The goal of this mission is to preserve, for
present and future generations, the story of the
patriotic and brave men and women who built,
sailed and defended the 2,751 American-built
World War II ships known as Liberties.

The ship is at Pier 45, Fisherman’s Wharf, San
Francisco, CA 94133, North Beach/Telegraph Hill,
telephone number for full information (415) 544
-0100, see https://www.ssjeremiahobrien.org/.
___________________________________
SOURCE: National Liberty Ship Memorial

SVC Strategic Planning
Grand Strategy
(To achieve the purposes of national MOAA and the
chapter)

--To inculcate and stimulate love of our country
and the flag;
--To defend the honor, integrity, and supremacy of
our National Government and the Constitution of
the United States;
--To advocate military forces adequate to the
defense of our country;
--To foster the integrity and prestige of uniformed
service;
--To foster fraternal relations between all branches
of the various Services from which our members
are drawn;
--To further the education of children of Service
personnel;
--To aid personnel of the Services from which our
members are drawn, and their family members
and survivors, in every proper and legitimate
manner; and
--To present their rights and interests when
Service matters are under consideration.

Goals
(A statement which is philosophical and general and
necessary to achievement of the grand strategy)

--Provide opportunities for camaraderie;
--Promote an effective national security policy and
protect the earned entitlements of members;
--Support the national MOAA and CALMOAA
legislative agendas;
--Provide useful services for the membership;
--Promote a love for the country and flag;

Objectives
(Statements which are specific and set up in accordance with
a timetable for accomplishment)

Note: The Strategic Planning Committee members
will identify and establish objectives designed to
achieve the goals. If the objectives are achieved
in accordance with the timetable then the goals
will be achieved, and in turn the chapter will be
successful and continue into the future.
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MAY LEGISLATION
The Sanctioning of China
by
CDR William Andersen USNR Retired

March 15, 2017, Washington D.C.,
to halt Beijing’s illegitimate activities in
South China Sea and East China Sea,
Senators Marco Rubio (R-FL) and Ben
Cardin (D-MD) introduced the South
China Sea and East China Sea Sanctions
Act, which will sanction Chinese who
participate in Beijing’s illegitimate
activities.

Rubio, a senior member of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee and
its East Asia and Pacific Subcommittee,
said, “China’s illegitimate actions in the
South China Sea threaten the region’s
security and American commerce. These
ongoing flagrant violations of international
norms cannot be allowed to go unchecked,
and the sanctions called for in this
legislation would put Beijing on notice that
the United States means business and
intends to hold violators accountable.”

Senator Cardin, Ranking Member of
the Foreign Relations Committee said, “In
recent years we have seen an increasingly
provocative China in the maritime
domains, coercing and intimidating
neighbors in both the East China Sea and
the South China Sea, attempting to use the
threat of using military force to address
militarization campaign which threatens
regional stability.

“In the face of these actions the
United States must be crystal-clear with
regards to our long stating national
interests in the free-flow of commerce,
freedom of navigation, and in the peaceful
diplomatic resolution of disputes consistent

with international law, and that we will
safeguard our interests and those of our allies
and partners and uphold the interests and
those of our allies and partners and uphold a
rules-based order for the Asia-Pacific region.
This legislation provides significant new
tools and options for our police in the region.
And I’m pleased to join Senator Rubio in this
effort.” Marco Rubio

“China has started fresh construction
work in the disputed South China Sea. New
satellite images show, a sign that Beijing is
continuing to strengthen its military reach
across the vital trade waterway.” Reuters

Got Rocks?
By Stewart Berkshire

In the early weeks and months of the
Korean War I was stationed at the Naval Supply
Center, Pearl Harbor. My job was handling air
cargo traveling from the West Coast, through
Hawaii, to Japan. Every plane we could get hold of
was fully loaded with cargo, passengers and mail.
Frequently I had to ask the CO of the Navy
Squadron at Barber’s Point for an additional flight.

On one occasion a civilian came to my
office representing a large contracting firm. He
wanted to ship 300 pounds of rocks to Kwajalein. I
advised him that we had no capacity for that and
asked what was the purpose of his request. He
replied that it was urgent, even if it had no
“priority” as far as the war was concerned. It seems
the laborers in Kwaj saw Thanksgiving coming and
needed the rocks for their luau. They had already
arranged for a pig, but they needed hot rocks for
their emu in order to prepare it Hawaiian-style. To
fully understand their dilemma you need to know
that the island of Kwaj is completely made up of
coral-no dirt, no rocks, no luau!

I was disappointed to turn this guy down but
he cheerfully reassured me that he would find a
way. This resourceful young man took his rocks
over to Hickam Field where the MATS terminal

Cont'd pg 7
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was. Each passenger going through Hickam was
allowed to weigh 300 pounds including all his gear.
So this enterprising fellow stood at the side of the
scales and asked each passenger to carry one or two
rocks up to his weight limit. The rocks arrived at
Kwaj within 24 hours.

Stewart Berkshire
Captain Supply Corps USN (RET), USNA 1943

Board of Directors/Advice and Counsel

The primary role of a director is to help manage
the chapter’s affairs and specifically by
providing advice and counsel. Chapter leaders
need good ideas about the following:

--What specific actions should the chapter take to
accomplish its bylaws stated purposes?

--What luncheon speaker topics will appeal to
the majority of members?

--How do we attract new members, particularly
younger generation serving officers, to the
chapter?

--Leadership succession is critical; how does the
chapter interest members in accepting officer,
director, and committee roles?

--What articles, with focus on topic and content,
should be published in the newsletter, The
Bulletin?

--How should the chapter spend its money?
What should be included in the annual budget?

--What specific federal and state legislation
should the chapter support, or not support, and
why?

--What can the chapter do to assist its members,
and specifically surviving spouses, better?

--How many scholarships, and what dollar value
per scholarship, should the chapter award
annually?

--To what extent should the chapter participate
financially and otherwise at the state
(CALMOAA) and national (MOAA) levels?

--What information/data should the chapter post
to its website?  What should not be posted?

--To what extent should relationships with local
ROTC detachments be expanded, if at all?
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First 2017 Award
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER

Cadet Morgan Kim, a student at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, and a
member of the Santa Clara University Army
ROTC Bronco Battalion, was awarded a $1,500
scholarship Thursday, April 20th, at the Biltmore
Hotel luncheon, in recognition of his interest,
capabilities, need, and potential for
commissioned officer service to America.
Scholarship Committee Chair CAPT Paul
Barrish, USN (RET), made the presentation.

Morgan says, “After graduation I will be
commissioned an officer in the United States
Army and I hope to serve on active duty as a 2nd

LT in the US Army’s Field Artillery Branch. I
would like to complete a minimum of eight years
in order to get plenty of experience at the O-3
company command level. After that I will
consider ending active service to begin a career
in law enforcement ideally as an FBI agent or as
a police officer.”

As an upper division MSIII cadet he wrote
that he is “taking on the notional role of squad
leader and learning the significance of the non-
commissioned officer (NCO) corps in the
military, as well as the responsibilities common
to NCOs everywhere. Being a leader is no easy
feat but now I understand that it is the job of a
military leader to train our troops and look out
for them.”

After an early and false start as a Computer
Science major, he switched to Legal Studies with
a minor in Sociology, which he claims is a better
fit. “I am much stronger as a writer than I was as
a programmer. I am deeply interested in the
structural framework of law that governs society
and often look back in history to see how legal

systems were contrived. My favorite course thus far
is without a doubt, Issues with Constitutional Law,
as this was a course that meticulously analyzed the
Bill of Rights from its inception to each significant
court case into today.

Morgan has completed a total of 122 units and
has a 2.58 grade point average (GPA), which he
thinks will improve now that he studying a subject
that makes more sense to him. He notes, “I am
currently enrolled in 18 credit hours, taking two
Legal Studies courses, Comparative Law and
Politics of Law, a Sociology course, Water and
Sanitation in Society, and the ROTC Military
Science 3 course. I also work at the UC Santa Cruz
Police Department and frequently volunteer with
the UCSC EMS Club and Vets 4 Vets Santa Cruz, a
veteran’s organization located in the city of Santa
Cruz.”

Born and raised in Los Angeles, he lived there
until he moved to Santa Cruz to attend the
university. Looking forward, Cadet Kim suggests
that “while growing up the military was always
something that I had thought of personally, though
I am the only one in my family to choose this path.
I wanted to be a part of something bigger than
myself and do something that would make a
difference – the big things that draw me to military
service are the camaraderie and having clear set
work expectations.”
_________________________
SOURCE: Candidate Interview
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Santa Clara University ROTC
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER

Cadet Morgan Kim
Major Jason Noble
Director and Professor of
Military Science
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Mary Jennings Hegar
SHOOT LIKE A GIRL

The chapter’s February 2010 luncheon
speaker was Captain Mary Jennings, USAF an
HH-60 Pave Hawk helicopter pilot assigned to
the California Air National Guard 129th Rescue
Wing, Moffett Field. She described her
deployment to Afghanistan as a search and
rescue pilot and her dramatic story of being
shot down and making heroic efforts to save
the aircraft and crew. Her Air Force flight
experiences in the combat zone proved
extensive and she is determined to tell her
women-in-combat personal story.

Mary Jennings (MJ) Hegar was
commissioned into the U.S. Air Force through
ROTC at The University of Texas in 1999.
She served on active duty as an Aircraft
Maintenance Officer at Misawa Air Force
Base, Japan, and Whiteman Air Force Base,
Missouri where she worked on the F-16
Fighting Falcon and the B-2 Stealth Bomber.
Her maintenance career culminated in
responsibility for 75% of all B-2 maintenance
as a Captain and selection as the Company
Grade Officer of the Year for 2003. In 2004,
she was selected for pilot training by the Air
National Guard. Upon completion of her
training at the top of her class, she served three
tours in Afghanistan flying Combat Search
and Rescue as well as Medevac missions.

During her time in the Guard, in addition
to the deployments to Afghanistan, Hegar flew
marijuana eradication missions, wildfire
suppression with buckets of water on cargo
slings, evacuated survivors from hurricane-
devastated cities, and rescued many civilians

on civil Search and Rescue missions in California
and out at sea.

On her third tour to Afghanistan on July 29th
2009, she was shot down on a Medevac mission and
sustained wounds resulting in her being awarded the
Purple Heart. Her actions on this mission saved the
lives of her crew and patients, earning her the
Distinguished Flying Cross with Valor Device
(making Hegar the sixth woman in history to receive
the DFC, the first was Amelia Earhart, and only the
second ever to receive it with the Valor Device). In
2012, Hegar filed suit against the U.S. Secretary of
Defense asserting that the Combat Exclusion Policy
was unconstitutional. In 2013, the Secretary of
Defense repealed the Policy effective immediately.

Going down….

Going to hit hard….

DFC with Valor Device….

A new book she completed recently, Shoot Like a
Girl: One Woman’s Dramatic Fight in Afghanistan
and on the Home Front, was published in March of
2017 by Penguin Berkley Caliber. It was on
American soil that Hegar would embark on her
greatest challenge—to eliminate the military’s
Ground Combat Exclusion Policy, which kept
female armed service members from officially

                cont'd pg 11



serving in combat roles despite their long-
standing record of doing so with honor. In her
book she takes the reader on a dramatic journey
through her military career: an inspiring,
humorous, and thrilling true story of a brave,
high-spirited, and unforgettable woman who has
spent much of her life ready to sacrifice
everything for her country, her fellow man, and
her sense of justice.

The book has received very positive reviews.
One reviewer, David S. Burch, said “Major
Jennings Hegar has my salute. Not only does she
introduce us to the ambitious mind of an eager
pilot, she opens wide military aviation culture,
and makes that remarkable raw language
enjoyable.”

Senator John McCain noted, “Major Mary
Jennings Hegar has established her warrior
credentials, joining an elite group of American
service members who have bravely served our
nation in combat. In Shoot Like a Girl, Major
Hegar shares her remarkable experience on the
front lines both overseas and at home—from
exchanging fire with the Taliban and saving her
comrades in Afghanistan, to fighting to open all
combat positions to women in the military.”

A major motion picture has been optioned by
TriStar, with Angelina Jolie reported to be
negotiating the lead role.

Chapter leaders have expressed a desire to
purchase copies of the book for the local senior
ROTC units, those at University of Santa Clara
and San Jose State University.

As of late 2016, Hegar lives in Austin with
her family and works as an Executive Coach and
Consultant. She has a Bachelor’s Degree from
the University of Texas, an Executive MBA from
the University of Texas at Austin and is a
graduate of Leadership Austin's Essential Class

of 2015. Hegar teaches in the University of Texas
McCombs School of Business, mentors cadets at the
university, and serves on the AFROTC Advisory
Committee. She continues to write and speak
publicly about her experiences in the military and
her fight for increased military readiness through
equality.
__________________
SOURCE: Biography
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'Dental Care Resources for
Veterans' - https://www.
emergencydentistsusa.
com/dental-care-resources-for-
veterans/, covering dental care
eligibility, available dental care
programs and clinic locations,
plus other useful resources.

“Next time I send a damn fool, I go myself.”

—Sgt. Louis Cukela, reportedly said at the
Battle of Belleau Wood during World War I



Happy Birthday  91 for
CAPT Lloyd McBeth
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What we do….
STIMULATING LOVE FOR AMERICA

Patriotism runs deeper than flag lapels and
bumper stickers. If you want to learn what
patriotism means and how to develop your own
sense of patriotism for your country, you can
learn how to get more involved. One chapter
purpose is to inculcate and stimulate love of our
country and the flag.

Every effort is being made to help members
and particularly younger generation Americans
understand patriotism and how to be patriotic.

Nationalism refers to a blind belief that one's
nation or cultural heritage is superior to others,
while patriotism refers to a feeling of
admiration for a particular belief or way of life.
The two terms are often used interchangeably,
and it's important to distinguish patriotism for
what it is.

Nationalism is often marked by "us vs.
them" rhetoric and behavior. Nationalists
believe that people who don't believe in the
superiority of a nation or culture are somehow
lesser.

A patriotic attitude is marked by an
understanding of a nation's history,
accomplishments, and positive contributions to
culture. Patriotism also recognizes a nation's
failures and negative influence. Chapter
activities such as awarding scholarships,
presenting ROTC award certificates and
medals, publishing related articles in this
newsletter, and scheduling luncheon speakers
with U. S. History and related topics all
contribute to an understanding of and sense of
patriotism.
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What we do….
PROVIDING USEFUL SERVICES

On a number of occasions when member families
suddenly faced certain life difficulties chapter
leaders responded without delay to access military
and general community resources to meet specific
needs. According to the bylaws, one of the purposes
of the chapter is to “provide useful services for, and
to protect the interests of, members and their
dependents and survivors.” On that basis a wide
variety of services are offered in an effort to bring
real value to organization membership.

The return on annual dues payment….
The newsletter, The Bulletin, helps to keep

everyone informed of what is going on in the
military community and with the chapter. Costs of
production and publication are covered by member
annual dues payments. Along with the website and
personal contacts, members get a fast pass to any
noteworthy news or developments, all of which adds
value to the membership. For example, detailed
information about luncheon speakers and speaker
reports are included in every issue. Staying up-to-
the-minute on association and related news allows
members to take advantage of changes or
developments that otherwise might have passed them
by.

Full information is offered about products and
services provided by national MOAA and the
chapter, specifically valuable free publications and
legislative advocacy. Typical products include
pamphlets and booklets such as Survivor’s
Checklist: First Steps for Moving On, Financial
Planning Guide, and the Help Your Survivors—Now,
a classic. The primary service provided by national is
lobbying, influencing national security policy and
protecting member earned benefits. Chapter leaders
track state legislative developments that could have
an impact on the California military community, a
significant political presence that far exceeds that of
individual members.



Scow Schooners
Stepping Stones to Success
CDR William Andersen USNR Retired

For 70 years from the Gold Rush to
the end of World War I, the scow
schooner, an almost forgotten box-
shaped sailing vessel, carried passengers,
supplies, produce, and bulk cargo on the
San Francisco Bay, on the rivers, and on
tributaries from San Francisco to
Sacramento, from Petaluma to Alviso.
Scow schooners were the semi-trucks,
railroad cars, and freighters of the day.
This transportation means was major to
Northern California’s economic growth
by making accessible difficult to reach
locations.

The scow schooner was an
inexpensive heavily constructed flat
bottomed sailing vessel sailed by a crew
of three. She boasted two masts, a fore
and aft rig, and a bowsprit. She sailed
surprisingly well considering her shape.
Not the fastest, but a centerboard for
sailing to windward and a big rudder for
steering gave her maneuverability. With
a raked flat bow and stern, she was an
elongated box 50 to 70 feet long and 20
to 25 feet wide, but it was that boxy
shape that gave the scow schooner the
stability to carry large cargos of lumber
or 350 bales of straw stacked 10 feet
high, the helmsman steering on a ladder
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to see above it. Her open hull was long,
deep, and wide; fully loaded it rested a
shallow four feet in the water allowing it to
sail in the shallows of marshes and rivers
reaching the landings of farms and forests,
mines and towns. With a wide flat bottom
she could be loaded and unloaded readily
and rest on the marshes at low tide.

In 1881 an estimated 200 scow schooners
flourished on the Bay. By 1900 there were
400. After WWI gasoline boat engines,
trucks, and expansions of the railroad
eradicated the sailing schooner business.
Today, the Alma, a salvaged and restored
scow schooner, can be seen at the San
Francisco Maritime Museum.
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Surviving Spouse Corner
MOAA STORMS THE HILL

MOAA just finished our annual Storm the Hill
event, and this year we covered two topics we all
hope we never feel at home: the widow's tax and
sequestration. Spring has sprung and so have
pieces of legislation supporting military families,
as well, as pieces that inadvertently hurt them.
While the Government Relations Department
dives deep into those issues, two topics act a lot
like bees in a bonnet for us.

(1) Sequestration – a federal budgetary action
thought to be so awful, it would force Congress to
balance the budget instead of kicking the can
down the road. However, they didn’t. So
sequestration (aka arbitrary cuts to everything)
became the law of the land. We were lucky to
have a piece of legislation (the Bipartisan Budget
Act of 2015) that minimized some of those cuts,
but it will expire soon. The effects of
sequestration will return in full force, not
minimized force, soon. So, we asked Congress to
get rid of sequestration.

(2) Widow's Tax – did you know that if your
service member dies of a service connected
disability, the survivor is no longer entitled to the
full portion of the inherited pension plan? It is
true, and an egregiously wrong law. We have been
asking Congress to fix this one for a long time.
We know it is expensive, but it is the right thing to
do. Rep. Joe Wilson (N.C.) has introduced HR
846, and Sen. Bill Nelson (Fla.) has introduced S.
339, to end this offset. If you can and will, please
write or telephone your legislators and express
support for the Wilson and Nelson measures.

Thank you to those who supported MOAA's
Thunderclap campaign promoting our Storming
the Hill issues. Your support contributed to our
message reaching over 281,000 people on social
media channels and 7,100 letters sent to Congress.
We have focused this month's newsletter entirely
on advocacy issues, because your voice matters,
especially for our military families. 
Thank you for helping us make a difference for
the military community.

Lastly, April is Month of the Military Child.
Be sure to follow us on Facebook and Twitter to
find out about how communities across the globe

are supporting our military children, every month.
Make sure to check out this month's Military Officer
Magazine for spotlight features on military children! 
_________________________________ 
SOURCE: Brooke and Jennifer
 Surviving Spouse Advisory Committee
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Navy League Speaker Report
USCGC STRATTON  ON PATROL

While undergoing early deployment training
in the waters off San Diego an aggressor
entered the captain’s cabin of USCGC
STRATTON and started a simulated fire. The
crew responded quickly with a fire hose only to
have a nozzle malfunction and spray salt water
all over the space; however, a nearby supply of
rags made it possible to clean the area and have
everything back to normal in a very short time,
and long before the captain became aware of
the incident. It was the beginning of what
would prove to be a very successful counter-
drug interdiction mission off Central America.

The Council’s Thursday evening, April 13th

speaker was CDR Matthew J. Waldron, USCG,
Executive Officer, U.S. Coast Guard Cutter
STRATTON (WMSL 752), homeported at Coast
Guard Island Alameda. He provided an
illustrated presentation of the ship’s recent 96
day deployment with descriptions of Tailored
Ships Training Availability (TSTA), first-time
use of the Scan Eagle sUAS unmanned aerial
vehicle by the national security cutters,
interdiction of narcotics smugglers and
apprehension of suspects, and humanitarian
support and assistance to citizens of Golfito,
Costa Rica. CDR Waldron is a May 1999
graduate of the Coast Guard Academy; he had
early experiences aboard USCGC MUNRO
(WHEC 724) in Alameda and other ships in
Puerto Rico and Florida, later commanding
USCGC PEA ISLAND in Key West.

This Navy League of the United States
Santa Clara Valley Council speaker report is

part of a series to be presented in a spirit of
cooperation and collaboration between local Armed
Forces and related professional association
members

TSTA is designed to prepare the ship and crew
for deployment readiness with a wide range of
mission-critical operations assessed. Over three
weeks personnel were tested on their level of
knowledge and proficiency in areas such as damage
control, engineering, seamanship and navigation,
combat systems, and medical readiness. Everyone
aboard needs to be taught what to expect as they
serve aboard a cutter; the fundamentals of
shipboard survivability are taught—the crew may
never know what will happen on a deployment and
they must be ready for anything. An image of a
team shoring up bulkheads with heavy timbers was
evidence they were highly skilled and knew what
they were doing.

USCGC STRATTON was the first Coast Guard
vessel to be fully equipped with the Small
Unmanned Aerial System (sUAS), a drone, in this
case operated by civilian contractors who had
responsibility for the vehicle, ground-based control,
and the communications between the two.

CDR Matt Waldron, USCG

Shoring up heavy timbers….

The STRATTON unmanned aerial vehicle….

cont'd pg 17
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The vehicle had a 10 foot wingspan and 4 foot
fuselage as well as a sophisticated camera system
providing tactical advantages over suspected
narcotics traffickers. The vehicle was used
throughout the entire patrol and flew more than
35 sorties, 260 flight hours, and provided real-
time surveillance and detection imagery during
interdiction operations. The imagery and
persistent surveillance capability assisted the
cutter’s embarked helicopter crew and law
enforcement teams with the interdictions. A
video of a vehicle recovery was particularly
interesting.

During the patrol off Central America the
STRATTON crew apprehended two go-fast boats,
sometimes called Pangas, a type of modest-sized,
open, outboard-powered, fishing boat common
throughout much of the developing countries.
Top speed is often 30-40 knots. The crew
typically would shoot out the outboard engines,
stopping the craft; a law enforcement team
would then go onboard and secure the suspects
and cargo. During the patrol 3 busts were made,
1700 pounds (1676 kilos) of cocaine were seized,
and 43 detainees were held for authorities. At
the time STRATTON returned to San Diego the
end of March, 6 tons of cocaine on pallets with a
street value of about $150 million were off
loaded, bales which had been dumped by
suspected smugglers.

Fast-go or Panga boat (right)….

Bales of narcotics dumped by suspected smugglers…

As is often done, the STRATTON officers and
crew went ashore, in this case Golfito, Costa Rica, to
offer humanitarian assistance. Navy League
members and others often donate quantities of
personal and community items which make life
easier for organizations and families. The focus was
on assistance to a hospital and school, with one
image showing the ship’s captain mowing a lawn.
Golfito is located on Costa Rica's South Pacific
coast, about 340 highway kilometers from San Jose.
The small port city is a narrow strip along Golfito
bay backed against steep green hills covered with
pristine, rainforest with the Golfo dulce (sweet gulf)
South of the Province of Puntarenas. The inlet starts
on the Pacific Ocean lying seaward outside Golfito
bay.

The maintenance of a high state of morale is
important those aboard STRATTON. On that basis
there were a wide variety of activities available
including a junior officer Olympics, the racing of
adult tricycles, a .50 caliber sniper rifle shoot, a new
cutter man ceremony, and highly popular cruise
whereby 33 family members and friends were
invited aboard for the trip from San Diego back to
Coast Guard Island Alameda. CDR Waldron had his
father along and the two were on the bridge as the
ship approached the Golden Gate Bridge, something
his father did returning from overseas more than 40
years ago.  It made for a delightful Sunday morning.

Golfito, Costa Rica….

Home after 96 days… cont'd pg 18
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There was an extensive question and answer
period including (1) where does the ship tie up in
San Diego? (There are different places used from
the 10th Avenue Marine Terminal to the 32nd pier);
(2) Did the ship have a country representative
aboard during the patrol (no; the STRATTON
normally operated more than 100 miles
offshore); (3) Does the unmanned aerial vehicle
offer different camera options? (yes-- infrared
and multi-spectral features and more); (4) was
anyone hurt during the deployment? (There were
some bumps and bruises but no major injuries—
all hands were returned home safe and sound);
(5) Navy helicopter support crews are often
aboard—how are they accommodated? (It’s not
easy to do but the job gets done).

In 2010, Commander Waldron came ashore to
earn a Master’s of Science in Strategic
Intelligence from the National Defense
Intelligence College in Washington, D.C. From
2010-2013, he served his first tour in the
Intelligence Community at Sector Los Angeles –
Long Beach as the Intelligence Branch Chief and
completed a tour as the Intelligence Coordination
Center Maritime Smuggling Division Chief in
2015. Most recently, he was assigned as the
USCG Liaison to the Department of Homeland
Security’s Office of Intelligence & Analysis.

The Navy League has grown into the
foremost citizens’ organization to serve, support
and stand with all the sea services – the U.S.
Navy, U.S. Marine Corps, U.S. Coast Guard and
U.S.-flag Merchant Marine. Those interested in
participation with the Santa Clara Valley Council
should contact LCDR Tom Winant, USN (RET)
in Los Altos, telephone (650) 678-7120.
___________________________________
SOURCE: CDR Matthew Waldron, USCG

THE	GUN	(not	just	any	gun,	but	"the	gun")		
First	there	was	this	gun	...

It	was	developed	by	General	Electric,	the
"We	bring	good	things	to	life"	people.	It's	one	of
the	modern-day	Gatling	guns.	It	shoots	very	big
bullets.	It	shoots	them	very	quickly.	

Someone	said,	"Let's	put	it	in	an	airplane."	
Someone else said, "BeEer sFll, let's build an
airplane	around	it."

So they did. And "they" were the Fairchild-
Republic airplane people. And they had done such
a good job with an airplane they developed back in
WWII called the P-47 Thunderbolt, they decided to
call	it	the	A10	Thunderbolt.	

They made it so it was very good at flying
low and slow and shooFng things with that
fabulous	gun.		

But since it did fly low and slow, they made
it bulletproof, or almost so. A lot of bad guys have
found you can shoot an A10 with anything from a
pistol to a 23mm Soviet cannon and it just keeps
on	flying	and	shooFng.	
When	they	got	through,	it	looked	like	this	....	
	

cont'd	pg	19
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It's not sleek and sexy like an F18 or the
stealthy Raptors and such, but I think it's such a
great airplane because it does what it does be<er
than	any	other	plane	in	the	world.		

It kills tanks. Not only tanks, as Sadam
Hussein's boys found out to their horror, but
armored personnel carriers, radar staDons,
locomoDves, bunkers, fuel depots ... Just about
anything the bad guys thought was bulletproof
turned	out	to	be	easy	pickings		
for	this	beast.		

See those engines. One of them alone will
fly this puppy. The pilot sits in a very thick
Dtanium	alloy	"bathtub."		

That's typical of the design. They were
smart enough to make every part the same
whether mounted on the leK side or right side of
the	plane,	like	landing	gear,	for	instance.

Because the engines are mounted so high
(away from ground debris) and the landing gear
uses such low pressure Dres, it can operate from
a	damaged	airport,	interstate	highway,		
plowed	field,	or	dirt	road.		

Everything is redundant. They have two of
almost everything. SomeDmes they have three of
something. Like flight controls. There's triple
redundancy	of	those,	and	even	if	there	is	a	total		
failure of the double hydraulic system, there is a
set	of	manual	flying	controls.	
	

Capt.	Kim	Campbell	sustained	this	damage	over
Bagdad	and	flew	for	another	hour	before
returning	to	base.
But,	back	to	that	gun	.....	
									It's	so	hard	to	grasp	just	how	powerful	it	is.	

This is the closest I could find to showing
you just what this cartridge is all about. What
the guy is holding is NOT the 30mm round, but a
"li<le"	.50	Browing	machinegun	round	and	the		
20mm cannon round which has been around for
a	long	Dme.	

The	30mm	is	MUCH	bigger.

Down at the bo<om are the .50 BMG
and 20x102 Vulcan the fellow was holding. At
the bo<om right is the bad boy we're discussing.

Let's get some perspecDve here:
The ..223 Rem (M16 rifle round) is fast. It shoots
a 55 or so grain bullet at about 3300 feet/sec,
give or take. It's the fastest of all those rounds
shown (except one). When you move up to
the ..30 caliber rounds, the bullets jump up in
weight to 160-200 grains. Speeds run from
about	2600	to	3000	fps	or	so.

The .338 Lapua is the king of the sniper
rifles these days and shoots a 350 grain bullet at
2800 fps or so. They kill bad guys at over a mile
with	that	one.		 cont'd	pg	20	
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The .50 BMG is really big. Mike Beasley
has one on his desk. Everyone who picks it up
thinks it's some sort of fake, unless they know
big ammo. It's really huge with a bullet that
weighs	750	grains	and	goes	as	fast	the	Lapua.		

I don't have data on the Vulcan, but hang
on to your hat. The bullet for the 30x173
Avenger has an aluminum jacket around a spent
uranium core and weighs 6560 grains (yes, over
100 Mmes as heavy as the M16 bullet, and flies
through the air at 3500 fps (which is faster than
the	M16	as	well).

The gun shoots at a rate of 4200 rounds
per minute. Yes, four thousand. Pilots typically
shoot either one- or two-second burst which set
loose 70 to 150 rounds. The system is opMmized
for	shooMng	at	4,000	feet.
	

OK,	the	best	for	last.		
You've got a preXy good idea of how big

that cartridge is, but I'll bet you're like me and
you don't fully appreciate how big the GA GAU-8
Avenger	gun	really	is.

Take	a	look	....

Each of those seven barrels is 112" long.
That's almost ten feet. The enMre gun is 19-1/2
feet long. Think how impressive it would look
set	up	in	your	living	room.
	

Oh, by the way, it doesn't eject the
empty shells but runs them back into the
storage	drum.	There's	just	so	dang	many	flying		
out,	they	felt	it	might	damage	the	aircra^.		

Oh yeah, I forgot, they can hang those
bomb and rocket things on 'em too, just in case.
A^er	all,	it	is	an	"airplane"!

I'm	glad	it's	ours!!

Like	I	said,	this	is	a	beau6ful	design.

VET CONNECT FORUM: SUPPORTING
AND EXPANDING CAMPUS-
COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
Thursday, May 4, 2017 from 1:30 PM to
3:00 PM (PDT)
San Jose State University 
Uchida Hall Terrace 
San Jose, California 95192
Thank you for your ongoing support of
veterans and of the SJSU military
community. Please join us on May 4th for
a campus-community forum to honor
students who have served and to discuss
how to best work together toaddress the
long lasting effects of war. The
presentations will be moving and
enlightening for us all. Refreshments will
be served. An agenda is included below.

• 1:30-1:45  VET Connect: What
Have We learned?  Supporting Veterans
through Peer Leadership 

• 1:45-2:15  VeteransWrite:
Supporting Veterans through Writing
Poetry and Prose 

• 2:15-2:45: Operation Freedom
Paws/HEAL! Supporting Veterans through
Service Dogs

• 2:45-3:00: Discussion of
Collaboration, Challenges, and
Accomplishments (Recognition of Peer
Leaders)
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Salute to Vietnam Veterans
Friday, May 12, 2017 Marines’ Memorial Club
Registration at 5:30 PM | Program at 6:00
PM 
Marines' Memorial Theatre, 2nd Floor  
609 Sutter Street, San Francisco  

DON’T FORGET: SAVE THE DATE and
REGISTER            FRIDAY 12 MAY 2017
Registration at 5:30 PM | Program at 6:00 PM 
Marines’ Memorial Theatre, 2nd Floor, 609
Sutter, San Francisco
 
You are invited to a special evening to pay
tribute to Vietnam War Veterans. The evening
will include a preview of THE VIETNAM
WAR, a documentary film by Ken Burns and
Lynn Novick, followed by a discussion with
filmmaker Lynn Novick and veteran war
correspondent Joe Galloway, who served as an
advisor to the project and is featured in the
documentary. Vietnam veteran Phil Gioia, who
also appears  in the film, will moderate the
conversation. A grand reception will follow in
the Commandant’s Room.

THE VIETNAM WAR is a ten-part, 18-hour
documentary film series  that will air on PBS in
September 2017. In this  immersive 360-degree
narrative, Burns and Novick tell the epic story of
the Vietnam War as it has never before been told
on film. THE VIETNAM WAR features
testimony from nearly 100 witnesses, including
many Americans who fought in the war and
others who opposed it, as well as Vietnamese
combatants and civilians from both the winning
and losing sides. Six years in the making, the
series brings the war and the chaotic epoch it
encompassed viscerally to life. Written by
Geoffrey C. Ward, produced by Sarah Botstein,
Novick and Burns, it includes rarely seen,
digitally re-mastered archival footage from
sources around the globe, photographs taken by
some of the most celebrated photojournalists of
the 20th Century, historic television broadcasts,
evocative home movies, revelatory audio
recordings from inside the Kennedy, Johnson

and Nixon administrations and more than 100
iconic musical recordings by many of the greatest
artists of the era.

The film will be accompanied by an
unprecedented outreach and public engagement
program, providing opportunities for communities
to participate in a national conversation about
what happened during the Vietnam War, what
went wrong and what lessons are to be learned. In
addition, there will be a robust interactive website
and an educational initiative designed to engage
teachers and students in multiple platforms.

Register online today. Tickets are $40 for
Members, click HERE to register and $50 for
Non-Members, click HERE to register.
Mike Myatt
MajGen. Mike Myatt, USMC (Ret.) 
President & CEO 
Marines’ Memorial Association
Office: 415-673-6681
Mobile: 415-254-9940
Email: m2@marineclub.com



"OLD PEOPLE" PRIDE!
I'm passing this on as I did not want

to be the only "old people" receiving it.
Actually, it's not a bad thing to be called, as
you will see.
·     Old People are easy to spot at sporting

events; during the playing of the National
Anthem. Old People remove their caps,
cover their hearts, stand at attention and
sing without embarrassment.  They know
the words and believe in them.
·     Old People remember World War II,
Pearl Harbor,  Guadalcanal  , Normandy ,
and Hitler.. They remember the Atomic Age,
the Korean War, The Cold War, the Jet Age
and the Moon Landing. They remember the
50 plus Peacekeeping Missions from 1945 to
2005, not to mention  Vietnam.
·     If you bump into an Old People on the
sidewalk he will apologize.

If you pass an Old People on the street,
he will nod or tip his cap to a lady. Old
People trust strangers and are courtly to
women and treat them with great respect.
·     Old People hold the door for the next
person and always, when walking, make
certain the lady is on the inside for
protection.
·     Old People get embarrassed if someone
curses in front of women and children and
they don't like any filth or dirty language on
TV or in movies.
·     Old People have moral courage and
personal integrity. They seldom brag unless
it's about their children, grandchildren or
their animals.
·     It's the Old People who know our great
country is protected, not by politicians, but
by the young men and women in the military
serving their country.

This country needs Old People with their
work ethic, sense of responsibility, pride in
their country, and decent values.

We need them now more than ever.

Thank God for Old People....
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SVC WEBSITES
Our Chapter website is www.siliconvalleymoaa.
org, a shorter link is www.svcmoaa.org. You can
also get to it from the national MOAA site: Put
the cursor over Chapters and select Chapter
Locator, CA, then Silicon Valley Chapter. From
there you may link over to our primary website
above. Our home page has links for The Bulletin and
eBulletin. B

TRICARE FOR LIFE
SERVICE

For assistance, contact the
Wisconsin Physicians Service
www.tricare4u.com
866-773-0404

Members can report the death of a retiree locally
through the Retire Activity Office (RAO). The
phone number is
650-603-8047
You can also notify a MOAA member’s death to:
MOAA, Attn: MSC,
201 N Washington St, Alexandria, VA 22314
-2539.
Or: Call 1-800-234-6622
Or: E-mail: msc@moaa.org. Notify SVC-MOAA
by phoning the Membership Chair–see listing on
page 2 of The Bulletin. B



Membership Application and Renewal Form

Silicon Valley Chapter Military Officers Association of America
Mail to: SVC-MOAA P.O. Box 2 Moffett Federal Airfield, CA 94035

Membership Application and Renewal Form
Date________________Enroll Me As: New Member_____Renewing Member_____Surv Spouse____
Annual Dues:  $30.00        (Surviving Spouse– Dues are not charged, donations gratefully accepted)
Donations to SVC Fund  $__________ Donations to Scholarship Fund $__________
Donations to PAWS  $__________ Donation to USO $__________
(All Donations are Tax Deductible) Total: $____________
Make checks payable to SVC-MOAA and mail to above address.
Please complete all applicable blanks
Status: Active___Reserve____ Guard___Retired____Former Officer___ Widow(er)______
Are you a National MOAA Member?______  When did you join SVC or PROC?__________

Name:_____________________________/__________________/___/__________/_________
    Last First MI  Rank        Service

Address:_________________________________________/___________
Number Street (P.O. Box, etc.) Apt/Suite

City____________________State_______Zip_________/______Spouse’s Name_____________
         5 Digit       4 Digit

Phone(____)____________ E-mail___________________________________________________

SVC Dues are due 1 January and are separate from National MOAA Dues. SVC Dues support the Bulletin
and Administrative functions. Luncheons are self-supporting. Dues are not prorated. Donations can be
made to the Silicon Valley Chapter’s general fund and/or the various funds listed above.
If you are a new chapter member, please advise us how you learned about this chapter.
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Silicon Valley Chapter of the
Military Officers Association of America
P.O. Box 2
Moffett Field, CA 94035

ELECTRONIC SERVICE REQUESTED

May 2017

NONPROFIT ORG
US POSTAGE
PAID
SAN JOSE  CA
PERMIT NO. 1223

LOCATION – BILTMORE HOTEL -- 2151 LAURELWOOD RD, SANTA CLARA, CA
DIRECTIONS: Going North on Hwy 101: Exit at Montague/San Tomas, then Montague; then Right on Laurelwood. Going South on Hwy
101: Exit at Montague/San Tomas, then Montague, then Right on Laurelwood.
---------------------Cut Here--------------------------------------------------------------------Cut Here-----------------

****LUNCHEON RESERVATION FORM****
Deadline to reach SVC no later than 12  MAY.

If you have not sent in your reservation form by the
above date and still wish to attend,

please call Jay Craddock, 650-968-0446

LUNCHEON PRICE - $26.00
Times: Social Hour 11:00 AM, Luncheon 11:45 AM

Please reserve _______ places for the 18 May Luncheon
A TOTAL of $__________________ including a donation of $_______ for (circle one) Scholarship, PAWS,
USO, or undesignated donation

Make checks payable to: SVC MOAA
Mail to: LTC Jay Craddock, 1448 Fallen Leaf Lane, Los Altos, CA 94024-5809

RESERVE IN THE NAME OF: ____________________________
Telephone: ______________________________________________
MENU: Buffet - Two hot entrees with vegetables. Assorted breads and rolls. Desserts. Coffee and tea.
NAMES OF PERSONS WHO ARE INCLUDED IN YOUR PAYMENT:

<Field
<Field

<Field Missing>

<Field Missing>


